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Abstract:
Nowadays telecommunication systems are growing more and more complex, generating huge amount of alarms that cannot be effectively managed by human operators. The
problematic is to detect in real-time significant combinations of alarms that describe an issue. In
this article, we present a powerful heuristic algorithm that constructs alarm patterns dependency
graphs. More precisely, it is able to highlight patterns extracted from an alarm flow learning
process with a small footprint on network management system performance. This algorithm is
first relevant to real-time issues detection by effectively delivering their concise alarm patterns.
And secondly it allows the proactive analysis of network health by retrieving the general trends
of a network. We challenge our algorithm to an optical network alarms data set of an existing
operator. We find immediately similar results to the experts analysis performed for this operator
by Alcatel-Lucent Customer Services.
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Corrélation des alarmes dans les réseaux de
télécommunication
Résumé :
De nos jours, les systèmes de télécommunication deviennent de plus en plus
complexes, générant une quantité d’alarmes énorme qui ne peut être efficacement gérée par un
humain. Le problème est de détecter en temps-réel des combinaisons d’alarmes décrivant un
problème. Dans cet article, nous présentons un puissant algorithme heuristique construisant un
graphe de dépendances contenant des motifs d’alarmes. Plus précisément, cet algorithme est
capable d’extraire des motifs à partir d’un flot d’alarmes observées en ayant un faible impact sur
les performances des systèmes de management. Tout d’abord, cet algorithme est très pertinent
pour détecter des problèmes temps-réel car il délivre des motifs d’alarmes concis. Deuxièmement,
il permet une analyse proactive de la santé du réseau par l’extraction de la tendance générale
d’un réseau. Nous testons notre algorithme sur un ensemble d’alarmes généré par un réseau
optique d’un opérateur existant. Nous avons immédiatement trouvé des résultats similaires à
ceux obtenus, pour cet opérateur, par les experts du service client d’Alcatel-Lucent.
Mots-clés : méthodes de management, systèmes proactifs, corrélation d’alarmes
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Introduction

Network management, especially for issue resolution has become in the last decade a very complex
task, requiring high human expertise and complex tools for network context analysis. To face the
increasing networks complexity, alarm varieties have been expended, most of them referring no
longer to any critical problem ([12]). Networks are producing thousands of alarms a day which
can no longer be effectively managed by human operators. Furthermore, it has been presented
([13]) that this huge quantity is highly redundant: a single fault can have several symptoms,
can be propagated, or can have a long duration, which generates several alarms. Moreover the
introduction of new technologies such as Autonomic Network processes and Software Defined
Networks will not alleviate tomorrow’s network management problems.
The principle of alarm correlation is to group alarms referring to the same problem (to reduce
redundancy) and to highlight those referring to probable faults that might drive the network into
a dangerous state. There are many studies in the recent years (see section 2) that respond to these
challenges, some based on alarm correlation ([8]) or on alarm pattern retrieval algorithm ([7]).
But both approaches have their limits. The first type implies too complexity to adapt to any
network context. Also, the fact that temporal patterns can be doomed to failure by the inversion
of alarms due to the network management system (NMS) logging process or a different equipment
configuration is a limit to apply the second type of method. Therefore, automatic techniques
that process the huge quantity of alarms are now compulsory to build reliable networks.
In this paper, we present a new heuristic algorithm that constructs alarm patterns dependency
graphs. Our aim is to develop an efficient method that can be applied to all kind of networks
without making assumptions about the characteristics of the network. Our research is based on
the assumption that the alarms that mostly occur in the network are those referring to general
information about the network. As a consequence, we focus our study on the observation of
non-frequent alarms.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. Section 3 introduces
the method that defines patterns of non-frequent alarms. Based on these patterns, dependency
graphs are constructed to identify alarms that might lead to a major faulty behavior. These
graphs also highlight if a solution has been provided (Section 4). In section 5, we introduce an
earlier work. We show that applying this method helps by giving an overall knowledge of the
network behavior. Finally, we show the evaluation and the results of the proposed method in
Section 6.

2

State of the art

Many approaches have been proposed to address the problem of alarm correlation in networks
over the last three decades. Here, we present an overview of some existing correlation techniques.
Method based on graph dependency: The heuristic algorithm proposed in [15] was
a pioneer in alarm correlation to find the root cause of anomalies. It constructs a statistical
dependency graph of the network elements (nodes, links). Based on this graph, it builds for each
alarm that appears in the system the domain of the alarm (set of objects that might have caused
the alarm) which is a variation of the single source problem. Finally, it presents and compares a
set of localization algorithms based on this graph.
Methods based on specific architecture: Several articles design a correlation engine
directly in the NMS. The idea is to improve some aspects of the NMS to reduce the raw flow
of alarms observed by only sending the most pertinent information. Some methods ([19], [14])
define an alarm architecture using the principle of Model-Based Reasoning [6]. These methods
introduce rule-based approaches to group alarms that refer to the same problem. IMPACT ([14])
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uses the ARTIM forward-rule-chaining algorithm to perform the alarm correlation from events
occurring in the network. The Alarm Correlation Engine of Northern Telecom ([19]) has been
implemented in Smalltalk and contains rule writers to maintain the knowledge of the network
(i.e. the set of rules that defines a specific problem). The method introduced in [5] focuses on
intelligent agents and inserts a correlation agent, based on the INFOSEC system architecture.
The correlation agent generates an alarm if the weighted sum of the occurred alarms depending
on their severity is up to a threshold. Another example is [1], where the authors provide a
correlation system divided in three layers. Here, the traffic is characterized by using the Baseline
for Automatic Backbone Management (BLGBA) model [21] that generates a normal behavior
profile (DSNS: Digital Signature of Network Segment [16]). In a first time, the preprocessing layer
builds a compact set of new alarms, called Device Level Alarms (DLA), by taking into account
spatial and temporal information. Then, the correlation layer constructs a network dependency
graph to represent dependencies between devices and identifies (by a heuristic algorithm) the
source and the destination of anomalies. Finally, a presentation layer provides a visualization of
paths in the graph affected by anomalies.
Method based on linear algebra: The technique proposed in [13] mathematically evaluates the redundancy of alarms. An alarm is defined as redundant to another one if it happens
close in time to the other for most of the occurrences. The occurrence of an alarm is represented
by a Gaussian centered on the actual occurrence time. A linear computation is performed to
detect redundancies. However, this approach doesn’t take into account the alarms occurring
between alarms designated as redundant, which gives additional important information.
Method based on pattern definition: Another way to correlate alarms is to create
patterns of frequent alarms. This is the aim of studies [7], [10] and [11]. The principle is to
perform data mining on the flow of alarms to define sequences that are temporally correlated.
However the search of temporal patterns can be expensive in computation time. For example,
in [7], the authors present an example that takes 2 mn to analyze a file of 2900 alarms of 36
different types.
Method based on probabilistic finite state machine: The method described in [17]
correlates the alarms using probabilistic finite state machines (PFSM) describing faults. A
PFSM represents the succession of alarms that imply a particular problem. The weakness in
this approach is that the set of faults occurring in the network must be known in advance, as a
PFSM is constructed for each fault at the beginning of the process. This is a problem as, since
faults can come from anywhere, the set of faults can potentially be large.
Method based on correlation coefficient: The authors of article [9] present an off-line
method based on statistics. The alarms are represented by Gaussian functions and the Pearson
coefficient [20] is used to correlate them. Then, the links between alarms are represented on a
colored map [18].

Until now, many methods have been suggested to correlate alarms in networks. The main
difficulty resides in the ability to deal with a huge quantity of data to detect dangerous network
behavior. Some methods use powerful mathematics tools that actually remain too complex.
Other methods suggest new management tools based on a specific topology or assume some
network characteristics. Here we introduce a generic method that efficiently creates several
dependency graphs of alarms, based on the sequence of alarm names, that permits a quick study
of the alarm correlation problem.
Inria
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Construction of relevant patterns

Let us study a flow of alarms. We denote by A the set of alarms and a flow f is a finite sequence
of alarms, f ∈ A∗ . In the study the size of A is approximately 20, and |f |, the length of f ,
approximately 105 . Therefore, some alarms will appear very frequently, but some others will
only appear a few times. Let us first focus on the latter ones.
We use the notations from the languages theory: if A is a finite set, we denote by A∗ the
set of finite sequences with elements in A and by A+ the set of non-empty finite sequences with
elements in A. If f ∈ A, then |f | is the length of f for a ∈ A,|f |a , is the number of occurrences
of a in f . The symbol ’·’ stands for the concatenation: if f1 = a1 · · · ai and f2 = b1 · · · bj , then
f1 · f2 = a1 · · · ai b1 · · · bj . For f ∈ A∗ , f is the support of f : f = {a ∈ A | |f |a ≥ 1}.
Our goal is to exhibit a group of non-frequent alarms that are correlated. In this aim, we
perform the following transformations on the flow.
a) Identify the most frequent alarms M .
b) Cut f in a sequence of small set-patterns, sp(f ) using alarms in M as separators.
c) Study the correlation between those set-patterns and reduce sp(f ).
Identification of the most frequent alarms This is simply done by counting the number
of occurrences of each alarm a ∈ A that appears in f , |f |a , and using a fix threshold α. Then
the set of frequent alarms is defined by
M = {a ∈ A | |f |a /|f | ≥ α}.
Construction of set-patterns In the sequence of alarms we study, some alarms are sent
several times. So if an alarm a arrives before an alarm b, this does not always mean that a
is the cause of b or that a has been generated before b. Moreover, we may often find patterns
ababa... in the log-file. Also, the alarms are temporarily buffered by the system before being
monitored. Consequently, the exact order between the alarms has a weaker impact than for a
real-time monitoring, that is rare and expensive in infrastructure costs. As a consequence, for
alarms that are consecutive or almost consecutive, we may not have to keep them ordered and
short patterns (factors) of f can be considered as set of alarms instead of sequences.
Set R = A/M the set of alarms we focus on. Then f can be written as
f = m0 · r1 · m1 · r2 · · · rℓ · mℓ ,
where m0 , mℓ ∈ M ∗ , m1 , . . . , mℓ−1 ∈ M + , and r1 , . . . , rℓ ∈ R+ . Note that the mi and rj and
uniquely defined.
We then obtain our set of set-patterns as
sp(f ) = r1 · r2 · · · rℓ ∈ P(R)∗ .
Example 1 Let’s consider an example with 6 alarms, A = {a, b, c, d, e, g}. Assume that alarm
a is frequent, and that the occurrence of alarms b and c finally lead to the occurrence of alarm d.
When d occurs, the fault associated to it is repaired, implying the stopping of alarms b and d, but
not a and c. Alarms e and g are not related to fault resulting in alarm d and appear constantly
at a small rate.
In order to generate an alarm log-file corresponding to this phenomenon, we use the Markov
generator of Figure 1. The arcs are labeled by probabilities and the alarm that is generated. Let’s
RR n° 8321
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a, 0.8
b, 0.07
e, 0.04
g, 0.04
b, 0.06
a, 0.8
e, 0.05
g, 0.05

a, 0.76 b, 0.08
c, 0.07 e, 0.02
g, 0.02

ab

0.04

c, 0.05

a

abc

c, 0.04

d, 0.05

abcd

b, 0.05

ac

0.03

a, 0.77
b, 0.05
c, 0.05
d, 0.03
e, 0.015
g, 0.015

a, 0.8
c, 0.07
e, 0.04
g, 0.04

Figure 1: Markov generator fr Example 1.
note that the probability of generating e or g decreases to model that the frequency of b and c
increases after their first generations.
If the threshold α used to separate A into M and R is set to 0.5, then M = {a} and R =
{b, c, d, e, g}.
We generate f of length 1000 using this generator, and observe that alarm d appears mostly
as a singleton, but also in sets {b, d} and {c, d} quite frequently. It also appears in sets {e, d} or
{g, d} or in larger sets, but much less frequently, as our model suggests it.
In our experiment, we get |sp(f )| = 180, which is still too large for a quick analysis.
We can also observe that many alarms are repeated, and the rarest alarm d appears in only
23 set-patterns. We need to have a much more schematic view of the dependency graph.
Reducing the set-patterns The third step consists in reducing the length of |sp(f )|. This
can be done by setting transformation rules. For u, v ∈ P(A),
(R1 ) uvu → u ∪ v
(R2 ) uv → u if v ⊆ u.
In other words, if sp(f ) can be written as z1 ·uvu·z2 , then we can transform it into z1 ·(u∪v)·z2
(rule (R1 )), and if v ⊆ u and sp(f ) = z1 · uv · z2 , then we can transform it into z1 · u · z2 (rule
(R2 )).
We can recursively apply those rules until no rule can be applied. Note that the application
of those rules is not commutative, specially concerning (R1 ). For example, if we consider the
sequence of set-pattern {b, d}{b}{c}{b}, rules (R1 ) and (R2 ) can apply, but using (R1 ) leads to
{b, d}{b, c} and (R2 ) cannot be applied any more; using (R2 ) leads to {b, d}, {c}{b} and (R1 )
cannot be applied any more;
We arbitrary chose repeatedly to apply first rule (R1 ) from left to right and then (R2 ) until
no rule can be used. We denote by rsp(f ) the reduced set-pattern obtained after applying rules
(R1 ) and (R2 ).
Example 2 After the application of those rules to sp(f ) of Example 1, its length is reduced to
93. The reduction is not drastic because the number of alarms is too small. In Section 6, the
reduction of the length will be more spectacular.
Inria
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Relevant patterns detection

In this section, we use the heuristic of the previous section in order to find patterns leading to
rare alarms. Rare alarms only appear a few times in the log-file: this corresponds to alarms that
led to a major faulty behavior of the system and are often repaired very soon after the occurrence
of the alarm. Identifying patterns leading to that fault may then allow a proactive management
by detecting the root cause of a problem before it implies a failure.
In order to handle this, we construct the dependency graph G = (V, E, w) of the set-patterns
found with our heuristic: G is a weighted directed graph with set of vertexes V , set of edges E
and weight w : E → N, where
 V = rsp(f ), the set-patterns that appear in rsp(f );
 E = {(u, v) | ∃z1 , z2 such that sp(f ) = z1 · uv · z2 ;
 w(u, v) = |{(z1 , z2 ) | sp(f ) = z1 · uv · z2 }|, the number of occurrences of uv in rsp(f ).

Now, we want to identify the alarms that (probably) led to a given alarm.
Example 3 The graph obtained in our example is too large to be represented. However, we can1
focus, for example on the rare alarm {d} and its predecessors. This is represented on Figure 2.
We observe that all of the preceding contain b or c, and only a few contain e or g. This is in
accordance with our generator that mostly generates b or c before the occurrence of an alarm d.
2

b

1
d

2
c

4
bc

bcg
1

1

bce

be

Figure 2: Vertex {d} and its predecessors.
A difficulty in analyzing the flow of alarms resides in the fact that the alarms are registered on
long periods of time (e.g. a year). Obviously, during a year, many events occur in a network and
we focus on very few rare alarms, that occur at several times during this year. The immediate
study of the dependency graph might be tough, as the time dependency between the alarms
might be lost and also because the occurrence of those few rare alarms might correspond to
different pathologies.
To address this problem the dependency graph is divided in sub-graphs, each focusing on
the study of a rare alarm, or a set of rare alarms if they are strongly correlated. Each subgraph represents a short successions of set-patterns occurred before and after the rare alarms
considered. Observing this graph gives a refined analysis of the rare alarms. This provides
hypotheses about the root cause that generated the alarms. It also indicates if a solution has
been brought to the analyzed problem. Using such graphs, a network expert is able to determine
if a problem is threatening the health of the network and to react before the network fails.

5

Highlighting alarms behaviors

The method introduced before has the great advantage to quickly compute relevant patterns of
alarms. From this study one can deduce the rare alarms, that might result from a critical event
RR n° 8321
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for the network, and correlation between alarms without the need of an expensive expertise. It
also provides a set of hypotheses about the root causes of the rare alarms.
In this part our aim is to propose a first study of the flow of alarms. Our idea is to use a
method that helps the expert analyzing the network by supplying an overview of the network
health. The principle is to observe the general trend of the global flow. Also, as the alarm
patterns dependency graph is important and divided into several sub-graphs, the idea is to
provide a method that gives a hint of the most important correlations. Therefore, the method
proposed can also be applied to sub-flows, containing a sub-set of the alarms.
We use the algorithm proposed in [3]. This on-line algorithm performs a message arrival
dates analysis to highlight low profile behaviors. It uses the Network Calculus theory ([4], [2])
to define constraint curves on an arrival flow.
In the classical Network Calculus, a flow satisfies some minimal and maximal constraints that
frame the flow at any moment and are usually given as an assumption of the flow. Here, the idea
is to proceed the other way round and to try to find simple curves that bound the flow. The flow
is analyzed progressively, and the constraints are allowed to change to fit its variations. Indeed,
the algorithm models and predicts a time-window for the next message of the flow. If it does not
belong to this time-window new constraints are defined.
The computed time-windows are two linear parallel functions that frame the flow. During
the computation, the algorithm progressively returns the slopes of the computed functions and
the interval during which the flow satisfies these constraints. They are called burst indicators,
or simply rates.
Example 4 Figure 3 introduces an example of message arrival dates and rates computed by the
algorithm over the time. During the arrivals of 12 messages three rates are computed (ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 ).

number of messages

ρ3

ρ1

0

ρ2

time (s)

Figure 3: Example time-window computed with the low profile behavior detection algorithm.

This method immediately returns for each studied flow a succession of burst indicators. We
show (section 6) that these indicators vary considerably. However, these variations are not linear
through out the experiment. Indeed, during several periods the arrival rates are almost stable
while during others they are unstable, oscillating between low and high values. We believe that
the different behaviors of alarm arrivals, showed by the burst indicators, highlight significant
events on the network. Consequently, this approach has the great advantage to give an overview
of the flow studied very quickly. Also, its application is very interesting because no expert is
needed to interpret the result.
Inria
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Experiments and results

In order to validate the proposed algorithm, we challenge our method to the real network issues
of an operator, customer of Alcatel-Lucent Customer Services. Alcatel-Lucent Customer Services
team has performed a deep proactive analysis of the network, relying on the network architecture
and involving human expertise of technologies. We focus our analysis on two network elements
(NE), designated by N E − A and N E − B, of the Optical Synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH),
from retrieved alarms log over a one year time scale. This represents up to 200K alarms just for
this technological slice of the network. Let us note that its full optical layer is composed of more
than 62K elements that are able to generate alarms. Currently each element analyses the whole
mass of information received by a traditional management method which is a hard task.
Acronym
AIS
CFF
CP
CSF
DS
EBER
FO
HK
LOF
LOS
LOT
MBM
NI
NNF
RDI
RI
RUM
RUP
RUTM
SSF
TIM
U
URU
UT

full name
Ais
Cooling fan failure
Cabling problem
Communication subsystem failure
Degraded signal
Excessive ber
Frequency offset
House keeping
Loss of frame
Loss of signal
Loss of timing sources
Mib backup misaligned
Node isolation
Ne notification flooding
Remote defect indication
Resource isolation
Replaceable unit missing
Replaceable unit problem
Replaceable unit type mismatch
Server signal failure
Trace identifier mismatch
Unequipped
Underlying resource unavailable
Unavailable time

Aα1
R

Aα2
R

R
R
R
R
R
R

R
R
M
R
R
R

M
R

M
R

R

M

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R

R

M

M

R

R

B
M
R
R
M
M
R
R
R
M
R
R
R
R
M
R
R
R
R
M
R
R
M
M

Table 1: List of the acronyms of the alarms.
To present significant results, the chosen network nodes are those identified by Alcatel-Lucent
Customer Services to have failed several times during the studied year.
In this section, we first present the use-case we focus on and then analyze network elements
N E −A and N E −B. Our objective is to prove that combining our low profile behavior detection
algorithm and the new heuristic algorithm gives a precise analysis of the network behavior that
concludes on the use case happening. To do so, we first use the low profile behavior detection
algorithm. The idea is to obtain quickly a general idea of the network behavior. Then, we show
that using the proposed algorithm creates set-patterns that highlights a succession of relevant
alarms that gives meaningful information that permits to detect the use-case under study but
not only.
For the sake of simplicity, we denote f I the flow of alarms corresponding to the network
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element N E − I, and faI the sub-flow of f I containing only occurrences of alarm a.
Table 1 lists the alarms found in the logs files studied. The three columns Aα1 ,Aα2 and B
represent the partition of the alarms between M and R respectively for N E − A with parameter
α1 , N E − A with parameter α2 , and N E − B. An empty line means that the alarm is not present
in the studied flow.

6.1

Use case description

In this article, we focus on a frequent issue: the laser failure of an optical SDH network element.
Several alarms are symptomatic of such issue: LOS, AIS, LOF, TF (Transmitter failure),
RUP, and RUM.
 Occurrences of alarms LOS, LOF, and LOP (Loss of Pointer) render the whole signal
unusable, which is replaced by an AIS consisting of continuous binary 1s. This produces
occurrences of alarm AIS in every equipments downstream the fault: [ITU-T recommendation G.774 SDH - Management information model for the network element
view];
 The NE detecting a fault also sends an indication to the distant sending network element
that an alarm has been raised. Some SDH elements also refer to a remote alarm indication
at some levels in the hierarchy;
 Alarms LOS, AIS, LOF can have many other triggers than a single laser component failure,
whereas RUP, RUM and TF are the key to find the root cause of this use-case;

6.2

Study of a first network element

Let us focus on the analysis of the first node of interest called N E − A. It has generated 36K
alarms of 17 types over the observed year.
Figure 4 represents the variation of alarms arrival rates on the global flow of alarms f A computed with our low profile behavior detection algorithm (presented in section 5). One can observe
100
10
1

rates

0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
1e-05
1e-06

0

5e+06

1e+07

1.5e+07
time (s)

2e+07

2.5e+07

3e+07

Figure 4: Arrival rate of the global flow of alarms f A .
that rates computed are low and last a relatively long time up to 1.0 107 s. Afterwards, rates
range progressively becomes wider and rates variation amplifies. After 1.6 107 s, the fluctuations
reach their maximum and remain so until the end of the observation. From this curve, one can
assume that a major problem occurs after 1.0 107 s.
Inria
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Let us now focus on the behavior of some alarms. Obviously we cannot represent the behavior
of each alarm of the flow. Consequently, we decided to focus on alarm RUP as it is important
for the use-case, but also EBER and FO. We will show later that those alarms give additional
meaningful information about the health of N E − A.
A
The upper (resp. lower) part of Figure 5 represents computed rates for the sub-flows fRU
P
A
A
A
A
and fEBER (resp. fRU P and fF O ). These graphics show that RUP occurs in f only at the
beginning of the flow, during the first 7.0 106 s. This assures the presence of the use-case. Alarm
EBER appears all along the observation. However, one can detect bursts of arrivals: one around
the arrivals of RUP (before 1.0 107 s.) and an other one at the end of the year (after 2.0 107 s.).
Alarm FO only occurs three times. It shows a single burst at 5.0 105 s. and an other one at
1.0 107 s. Finally, more occurrences appear after 2.2 107 s. Observing the arrivals of RUP one
can suspect a correlation with EBER and FO.
Finally, one can observe that the instability observed on the global flow starts when RUP
is not emitted any more. This might highlight that the use-case we focus on is not the major
problem of this node.
1

RUP
EBER

0.1

rates

0.01
0.001
0.0001
1e-05
1e-06
1e-07

0

5e+06

1e+07

0.1

1.5e+07
time (s)

2e+07

2.5e+07

3e+07

2e+07

2.5e+07

3e+07

RUP
FO

0.01

rates

0.001
0.0001
1e-05
1e-06
1e-07
1e-08

0

5e+06

1e+07

1.5e+07
time (s)

A
A
A
Figure 5: Arrival rates of sub-flows fRU
P , fEBER and fF O .

Let us now use our heuristic algorithm to obtain a refined analysis of N E − A. Choosing α1 =
0.3 identifies two alarms as frequent: U and LOS. Their occurrences represent 97% of the total
occurrences of alarms. The column Aα1 in Table 1 lists the partition of the alarms between M
and R.
Figure 6 represents the graph of set-patterns using α1 = 0.3. We denote Group the set
of alarms {DS, NI, CSF, EBER, RDI}, and the double slash bar represents the fact that the
occurrence of the two set-patterns is separated by a long time period. This means that between
RR n° 8321
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the occurrence of these two set-patterns only alarms in M appear. Consequently, alarms relevant
to a problem only occur at the beginning and the end of f A .
RUP
SSF
AIS
UT
FO
RUM
Group

RUM
CP
HK

NI
DS

SSF
AIS
FO
LOT
Group

RI
Group

DS
FO
SSF
AIS
CSF
EBER

RI

Figure 6: Set-pattern graph with α1 = 0.3.
Several observations can be made: first, the alarms that lead to a repair can be identified as
RUP and RUM. Indeed, those alarms appear less frequently than the others. Using the small
graph of the set-patterns obtained (that is acyclic), one can deduce the probable fault leading to
RUM or RUP. It is also clear that HK and CP are related to RUM.
Secondly, RUP comes in a very large set-pattern, which may not be very meaningful. We
can reduce the size of the pattern by setting α differently: for example, if we set α2 = 0.003
(about 10% of the remaining alarms after the suppression of U and LS), we add two alarms to M :
M = {U, LOS, DS, NI} (column Aα2 in Table 1). Now |sp(f )| = 59. If we draw the interesting
part of the graph that concerns RUP and RUM, we obtain the graph of Figure 7. We can still
observe the correlation between RUM, HK and CP. There might be a correlation there. We also
notice that RUP mainly appears after the occurrence of SSF and CSF.
RUP

SSF
EBER

UT
SSF
AIS
CSF
EBER

FO
RDI
EBER
UT
CSF
EBER

CSF

RUM
CP
HK

RUP
SSF

UT
SSF
AIS
CSF
EBER

RUP

RUP
RUP
RUM
SSF
EBER
CSF

Figure 7: Detail of the set-pattern graph with α2 = 0.003 during the occurrences of RUP and
RUM.
We can now analyze precisely the results obtained with our methods. The observation of
EBER and UT in the dependency graph shows that the issue is affecting a demodulator of the
node. This is confirmed by the presence of FO is a set-pattern with UT and EBER. Alarm AIS
has been set up avoiding any data on the channel. At the end, RUM and CP show that the
element has been changed, such as they are directly followed by HK. Observing Figure 6 shows
that, after a time, there is no more RUP or RUM emitted. Consequently, the problem has been
fixed.
One can also remark that an other issue occurs after the substitution of the defect element
and that it impacts much more N E − A (Figure 4). From Figure 6 we can deduce that the
problem is linked to occurrences of alarms CSF and SSF, as they are present in almost each setpattern. This indicates that a problem is coming from the optical link of the network element
or from its neighbor connected through this link.
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Study of a second network element

Let us now analyze N E − B which has generated 200K alarms of 23 types over the year.
Figure 8 represents rates computed for flow f B . We can immediately observe that between
1.6 107 s. and 2.7 107 s. the arrivals intensify and vary considerably. More precisely, the instability
starts slightly around 6.0 106 s. This can be explained by an earlier failure in the network that
progressively impacts the network and drive its elements to generate much more alarms.
1000
100
10

rates

1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
1e-05
1e-06

0

5e+06

1e+07

1.5e+07
time (s)

2e+07

2.5e+07

3e+07

Figure 8: Arrival rate of the global flow of alarms f B .
Let us now focus on some alarms known as important for the use-case studied: RUP and
RUM. We also present the study of alarms MBM and CSF. We show later that these alarms give
additional information about the network behavior. The higher part of Figure 9 represents subB
B
B
B
flows fRU
P and fRU M , the middle part shows fRU P and fCSF , finally the lower part represents
B
B
fRU P and fM BM .
Alarm RUP arrives in less than 6.5 106 s. and at around 2.5 107 s. It is interesting to observe
that the first burst of RUP arrivals has exactly the same shape than in node N E − A. This
tends to show that, before 6.5 106 s., N E − A and N E − B are observing the same pathology of
the network. However, N E − B receives a second burst of RUP arrivals which is not the case
for N E − A.
The top part of Figure 9 represents RUM and RUP. Alarm RUM appears slightly at the
beginning, before 5.0 106 s. Then, it occurs between 1.6 107 and 2.1 107 s. and again between
2.3 107 and 2.6 107 s.
Alarm CSF is represented on the graphic in the middle of Figure 9. The computed rates
indicate three bursts of arrivals. The first one arrives in less than 4.0 106 s. The second takes
place between 1.3 107 and 1.7 107 s. Finally, the last one occurs after 2.5 107 s.
Finally, the bottom part of the figure represents the behavior of MBM. One can observe that
it occurs three times. One burst happens between 1.6 107 and 1.9 107 s, a small burst arises at
2.2 107 s, and the last burst arrives around 2.5 107 s.
Note that the second arrival of RUP is accompanied with those of CSF, RUM, and MBM.
Let us now focus on the correlation study. We set α = 0.01 and we obtain M = {AIS, LS, SSF, DS, RDI, URU,
EBER, UT} and |sp(f )| = 168, which is also a drastic decrease in the size of the alarms representation.
Here again, the graph is too large to be drawn. However, a quick observation shows that the
set of rare alarms is RUTM, CFF, HK, TIM and RI. Indeed, those alarms appear at most 10
times in f B . Also, RUP, U and LOF can be considered as rare alarms as they occur less than 65
times. Due to space restriction, we represent the most relevant parts of the graph. As previously,
we intensely observe occurrences of RUP and RUM to highlight the use-case.
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Figure 9: Arrival rates of sub-flows fRU
P , fRU M , fCSF and fM BM .
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Figure 10 represents a first pattern happening at the very beginning of the observation, where
RUP appears for the first time (Figure 9). The presence of RUP and RUM in the set-patterns
shows that the use-case we study effectively occurs. As previously, CSF is present with RUP. It
is also the case for NI and U, that were major alarms in the previous case.
RUP
NI
CSF

RUP
NI
CSF
RUM

RUP
NI

U

U
NI
CSF

RUM

Figure 10: Detail of the pattern-set sequences for Badra.
Figure 11 introduces a second pattern that is longer. It happens almost at the end of the
observation, a short time before RUP appears for the second time. This figure is particularly
interesting. Indeed, all the rare alarms (except RI) are represented in this pattern. Furthermore,
one can observe that HK and CFF always occur together. There might be a correlation between
those alarms. In addition, we can note the presence of CSF, NI, and MBM.
RUTM
RUM

U
RUM
TIM

NI
HK
CFF
LOF

U
NI

NI
HK
CFF
LOF

NI
MBM
RUP

U
RUM
U
NI

NI
FO
NNF

RUM

NI
FO
LOT
CSF

U
RUP
CSF

RUM
NI

Figure 11: Detail of the pattern-set sequences for Badra.
We can now precisely analyze the results obtained by using our method.
B
First of all, we use once more our low profile detection behavior algorithm on fAIS
. AIS is
defined as major in this experiment, but it is also a good indicator of problems in a network.
Studying its computed arrival rates, we deduce that AIS is always present in f B . This informs
that N E − B is strongly disturbed during the whole experimentation.
The presence of RUP at the beginning of the observation shows that a NE is not performing
properly and might fail. Also, the correlation with CSF indicates that the NE has communication
problems. From Figure 9, we observe that RUP is not emitted during a long period of time after
its first burst. We can conclude that the problem has been fixed.
The presence of RUP in the second pattern shows that another NE is failing (or the one that
has already crashed). To obtain a better knowledge of the network behavior, the low profile
detection behavior algorithm is used on major alarm EBER. It is interesting to observe that
EBER appears only between 2.1 107 and 2.6 107 s, which corresponds to the time period when
RUM and RUP appear. The correlation between RUM, RUP and EBER indicates that a problem
affects a laser demodulator.
Figure 11 points out others pathologies than the use-case studied. Indeed, we observe that
CFF is correlated to HK. Alarm CFF indicates that the temperature of an element is above
the tolerance threshold. The correlation of CFF and HK shows that several attempts have been
performed to solve this problem. However, studying these two alarms shows that they appear a
few times, which suggests that the first repairs haven’t worked. Finally, the presence of MBM
and CSF highlights a communication problem with the controller card.
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These diagnostics have been easily refined and rooted by traditional means, using the pointed
out alarm deep analysis. Our method avoids the use of filter in NMS and then the loss of the
context in the issue diagnostic process.

Conclusion
This article presents a method to correlate alarms in a network. Our idea is based on the principle
that due to the huge alarm variety, which progressively increases, most of them no longer refer
to any critical problem. Consequently, we believe that a fault is highlighted by non-frequent
alarms.
The method developed is realized in two steps. In a first time, we use as earlier work to give
an overview of the network health. It is also useful to analyze the behavior of alarms detected
as relevant. The second step uses the new algorithm introduced in this paper. It creates a
dependency graph of sequences of alarms (set-patterns) from a studied flow. From this graph,
rare alarms are extracted. They are those that might result from a critical problem. Focused
on these alarms and small parts of the graph, we express hypotheses about the network health.
Both algorithms used are very light in computing complexity and in memory usage.
Future work will include a proactive method that studies flows of alarms from every node of
the network. It will aim at alerting the user as soon as possible on deviant behavior from the
detected correlations.
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